This paper targets a general popularity prediction problem for event sequence, which has recently gained great attention due to its extensive applications in various domains. Feature driven method and point process method are two basic thinking paradigms to tackle the prediction problem, but both of them suffer from limitations. In this paper, we propose PreNets unifying the two thinking paradigms in an adversarial manner. On one side, feature driven model acts like a 'critic' who aims to discriminate the predicted popularity from the real one based on a set of temporal features from the sequence. On the other side, point process model acts like an 'interpreter' who recognizes the dynamic patterns in sequence to generate a predicted popularity that can fool the 'critic'. Through a Wasserstein learning based two-player game, the training loss of the 'critic' guides the 'interpreter' to better exploit the sequence patterns and enhance prediction, while the 'interpreter' pushes the 'critic' to select effective early features that helps discrimination. This mechanism enables the framework to absorb the advantages of both feature driven and point process methods. Empirical results show that PreNets achieves significant MAPE improvement for both Twitter cascade and Amazon review prediction.
INTRODUCTION
Event sequences are ubiquitous in various domains and can model many real-life phenomenons, such as retweet cascade of one Twitter post, purchase behaviors of one Amazon product, and infection of one epidemic disease. For Twitter post, event sequences record the occurring time of each retweet. For Amazon product, event sequences record the time each purchase or click behavior happens. For epidemic disease, event sequences consist of the time each infection takes place. Given an observed event sequence with limited length, one would usually like to know how many events would occur in the end, i.e., the event popularity. In social networks, predicting the popularity of an original tweet can help conduct rumor monitoring [38] and anomaly detection [6] . In e-commerce, predicting the popularity of a new product can be used for personalized recommendation [19] and targeted advertisement [15] . In the health-care domain, if one can predict the influence of an epidemic disease, then preventive measures could be taken to control the infection evolution. Building an effective model to predict event popularity can bring many economic and social benefits. Fig.  1 shows a flowchart which compares the two mainstream thinking paradigms that are used to tackle the prediction problem. One thinking paradigm from a macroscopic view is feature driven method ( Fig. 1(a) ). As the name implies, this method first extracts a set of early features from observed event sequence and then leverages some machine learning algorithms to determine a mapping function from early features to popularity. Various features from different perspectives have been proved to be good early Session 4A: Stream Analytics 1 CIKM'18, October [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] 2018 , Torino, Italy popularity indicators, such as user profiles [24] , user history activities [41] , social network properties [10] , and temporal characteristics of observed sequences [10, 16, 31] . While feature driven method can achieve decent accuracy and possess good robustness, it suffers from two limitations: i) high human expertise: feature selection requires a deep knowledge of a domain and lots of human intervention; ii) high feature cost: some models leverage user profiles or social network information, which could be inaccessible in practical scenarios due to some privacy issues. Another thinking paradigm, point process method, uses a more principled approach (Fig. 1(b) ). This method views an event sequence as a counting process and models the time intervals between events as random variables. One way to characterize the point process is by the conditional intensity function designed to model the time of next event occurrence given the history event sequence. Different forms of intensity functions can capture different dynamic patterns in the sequences, like inhomogeneous Poisson Process [30] , Weibull model [42] , and Hawkes Process [4, 18, 27, 43] . Based on the observed sequence, the intensity function can be estimated via Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). After that, there are two ways to predict the popularity (in Fig. 1(b) ). One is to derive the theoretical expectation of the event number when time goes to infinity [22, 43] . The other is to simulate the occurrence of future events by the thinning algorithm [9, 23] . While the point process method is equipped with solid theoretical foundations [7] , it also has some limitations: i) long observation dependency: the precision highly relies on sufficient observation, which disqualifies it to accommodate early-stage prediction with short observed sequences; ii) model failure: the expectation of event number may be infinite in a supercritical region [43] , which makes the model output an invalid predicted value.
Due to the limitations of feature driven and point process methods, solely adopting one method is not a satisfying solution, especially when the following two situations are encountered: i) earlystage prediction is needed, and ii) other features from social networks or user profiles are inaccessible. In this paper, inspired by Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN) [12] and its Wasserstein variant called WGAN [3] , we propose PreNets (Adversarial Nets for Event Popularity Prediction) to combine the feature driven and point process methods through an adversarial training rule. On one side, point process model plays the role of what we call an 'interpreter', recognizing the patterns hidden in observed event sequence to generate the predicted popularity. On the other side, feature driven model plays as a 'critic', firstly extracting a set of temporal features from observed sequences and then using them to discriminate the predicted popularity given by the 'interpreter' from the real one. The Earth Moving (EM) distance, also known as Wasserstein distance [3] , is adopted to measure the discrepancy between the predicted value and the ground-truth label.
The training stage is a two-player minimax game. The 'critic' aims at maximizing the EM distance based on the features, and then guides the training of the 'interpreter'. The 'interpreter' struggles to minimize the EM distance by giving a convincing predicted value, and then pushes the 'critic' to the limits. As the 'critic' becomes stronger, the 'interpreter' can obtain higher-quality guidance. This mechanism enables PreNets to take advantage of both thinking paradigms: i) point process model exploits the patterns hidden in sequence; ii) feature driven model leverages good early features to suit the model to early-stage prediction.
We apply PreNets to two real-world prediction tasks: retweet cascade on Twitter and movie review on Amazon. To validate the advantages of adversarial training, we show that PreNets could achieve better precision than independently trained point process and feature driven models. For comparison, we let PreNets compete with state-of-the-art models, and the results demonstrate the superiority of PreNets. Concretely, for Twitter cascade/Amazon review with short and long observation, PreNets respectively achieves 5.6%/7.2% and 21.1%/6.3% improvement on MAPE.
PRELIMINARY
Event sequence triggered by one source consists of a series of timestamps that record each event occurrence. For example, an attractive tweet on Twitter may cause a long retweet cascade, a popular product on Amazon could trigger streaming purchase or click behaviors, one epidemic disease would bring about an infection outbreak. Here, the tweet, the product, and the disease are called sources, while the retweet cascade, the user behaviors, and the infection process would form event sequences. For each case, one event happens when: i) a user forwards the tweet, ii) a user purchases the product or clicks on the webpage, iii) a new patient is infected by the disease. Here is a formal definition.
Here {t i j } is the timestamp when event j happens and N i (t ) = |S i (t )| denotes the event number for source i up to time t.
Definition 2. (Popularity): For source i, we define its popularity as
, and we call [0, t i s ] the life duration of source i. Point Process Theory. In point process theory, the time intervals between events are modeled as random variables. One point process can be characterized via conditional intensity function:
is the expected instantaneous rate of new event occurrence given the history sequence:
Here the notation * serves as a reminder that the intensity is conditional on the history sequence.
In a small time interval [t, t +dt ), λ * (t )dt is the probability for a new event occurrence given the history sequence S i (t ). Then the conditional density function f * (t ) for the time of next event since time t n can be specified by 1
Some particular forms of intensity functions are designed to capture different dynamic patterns in the sequence, such as inhomogenous Poisson Process [30] , Weibull model [42] , Hawkes Process with exponential kernel [4] , power-low kernel [43] , or Fourier based kernel [18] .
Problem Formulation. The problem in this paper can be formulated as: for a new source i, given the observed event sequence S i (t T ) (we call [0, t T ] as the observing interval), we aim to predict its popularity N i (∞). This problem is non-trivial due to the following two key points. 1) Early-Stage Prediction: The observing interval can be significantly short compared with the life duration of one event sequence. 2) Poor Information Driven: The available information is only limited to the source description and the observed sequence. Other features from user profiles, user history activities, social networks and some cross-platform information are unknown.
In the following parts, for compactness, we use S i , N i , and n i to simplify S i (t T ), N i (∞), and N i (t T ) respectively.
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our model PreNets that elegantly tackles the non-trivial prediction problem. Firstly, we cast a glance at an overview of the framework. Then we put forward the point process model and the feature driven model, which respectively plays as an 'interpreter' and a 'critic' in PreNets. Afterwards, we zoom in on the adversarial training for unifying two basic models by a minimax game. Then the trained PreNets will output the predicted popularity for each event sequence.
Model Overview
The training procedure of PreNets is based on a minimax game between the 'interpreter' and the 'critic'. The 'interpreter' aims at using the observed sequence to predict its popularity. We propose two self-contained models to accomplish this mission from different perspectives. One is MLE-based point process model and the other is MLE-free point process model. For MLE-based model, we first use each event sequence to estimate an intensity functions (implemented by RNN) via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
The estimated intensity functions can capture the dynamic patterns in the sequential data, and will be further input into a MLEbased predictor (implemented by another RNN). The predictor will output the predicted popularity. Differently, the MLE-free model skips the intensity function estimator, directly inputs the event sequences into the MLE-free predictor (implemented by RNN) and conducts prediction.
On the other side, feature driven model first extracts a set of features from each event sequence and basic information about the source (e.g., the posting time of one original tweet, the category of one product or the description of one epidemic disease). Then these features, the real popularity of each sequence as well as the predicted popularity given by the predictor will be input into a feature driven discriminator (implemented by a 3-layer ELU neural network), which is designed to distinguish the predicted value from the real one. Once we update the feature driven discriminator, the loss generated from the predicted popularity will be transferred back to the 'interpreter' as its feedback training signal. Afterwards, the predictor will be updated based on this feedback signal.
During the training stage, the 'interpreter' struggles to generate the popularity which can fool the 'critic', while the 'critic' tries its best to conduct the discrimination and then instructs the 'interpreter'. The game will be over once an equilibrium is reached. Then, the 'critic' can no longer distinguish the predicted popularity, and the 'interpreter' becomes a strong predictor. The framework absorbs the strengths of both feature driven and point process methods.
Interpreter: Point Process Model
The point process model aims at leveraging the observed sequence to predict its popularity. We propose two self-contained models to accomplish the prediction from different perspectives. In the following subsections, we will present our model design, its rationale, and the corresponding motivations.
MLE-based Point Process Model.
As introduced in Section 2, one way to characterize the point process is via the conditional intensity function. A slew of prior works assume specific parametric forms for the intensity function, such as inhomogeneous Poisson Process or Hawkes Process. Some of them are claimed to be effective in some specific tasks. For instance, Hawkes Process with power-low kernel [22, 43] works pretty well when predicting the information cascade in social networks. While the parametric assumption guarantees the accuracy for one kind of event sequence, it limits the model generality to other kinds of event sequence.
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a feedforward neural network architecture where the current state depends on both the current input signal and the previous state. Such mechanism enables the network to memorize the influence of history signals. RNN has been shown to be powerful in modeling sequential data, such as handwriting recognition [13] , and machine translation [33] . [8, 39, 40 ] leverage RNN to model the intensity functions of point process and achieve state-of-the-art performance.
Following the frontier researches [8, 40] , we relax the parametric assumption for the intensity functions and leverage RNN to approximate the conditional intensity for event sequence.
Intensity Function Estimation.
Considering one point process for source i, given the observed sequence S i = {t i j }. Use h j to denote the hidden state of RNN, and we update the hidden layer once receiving a new event,
The conditional intensity function based on S i (t i j ) can be specified as
where in the exponential function, the first term aggregates the influence of previous events, the second term captures the current influence by event j, and the last term stands for the base intensity.
The outside exponential function acts as a non-linear transformation [8] .
Then according to (2) , the log-likelihood of a collection of se-
By maximizing the log-likelihood, one can obtain the intensity functions λ * (t ) for each source i. We use stochastic gradient descent as our optimization algorithm. Popularity Prediction. We further probe into the prediction. Based on the intensity functions, we concatenate the intensity values with the original event timestamps and define an intensity sequence:
The intensity sequence records the timestamp of each event and the corresponding intensity value, which can reflect the dynamic patterns in one sequence. So one can consider A i as a kind of representation for the observed event sequence. Then we again adopt RNN to exploit the relationship between intensity sequence A i and the popularity N i , i.e., д θ : A i → N i . In our experiment, we also leverage more complex architecture, Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, to implement д θ , but here we use RNN to give a more concise illustration. Use h j to denote the hidden state andŷ to denote the output result, we have
where M = max n i and the model parameter
Then the problem remains as how to train д θ . We will focus on it in Section 3.4.
The MLE-based point process model first converts the event sequence to intensity sequence as a representation and then uses the intensity sequence to predict popularity. To obtain the intensity functions, one must optimize the log-likelihood function. Solving the MLE requires high computational complexity in practice, so we propose another point process model.
MLE-Free Point Process Model.
Since our goal is to predict the popularity rather than to understand the patterns in the event sequence, we can skip the estimation of intensity functions and the MLE, directly targeting the relationship between observed sequence S i and the popularity, i.e., д ′ α :
The model parameter set
To put it more symbolically, each point process model is like an 'interpreter', who works on interpreting the event sequence into a predicted popularity value. The MLE-based point process model first converts the sequence into an intensity sequence, and then conducts prediction, while the MLE-free model tackle the prediction directly. Experiments in Section 4 sheds more insights by comparison between these two models.
Critic: Feature Driven Model
Unlike point process model, feature driven method studies the prediction problem from the perspective of feature extraction. In our PreNets, different from previous works, we leverage feature driven model to discriminate the predicted popularity given by the 'interpreter' from the real one.
Feature Extraction. Extracted features should reflect the characteristics of observed event sequence from various aspects. The features used in this paper includes: number of events in the first/ second half of observing interval, increment of events in the first/ second half of observation interval, mean time interval between events in the first/second half of observing interval, maximum time interval between events, mean and standard deviation of event number per time unit, mean and standard deviation of time interval between events per time unit, five point summary of waiting time between events, five point summary of event number per time unit, coefficients of polynomial curve fitting for the cumulative event number. Note that all the features mentioned above can be easily obtained given the observed event sequence S i .
These features are proved to be effective early indicators of popularity in previous papers, and here we provide a brief justification for some of them. The volume of events in observing interval reflects the early influence of the source [16] . The time interval between events captures the early attractiveness of the source [31] . The increment of events characterizes the popular potentiality [16] . The maximum time interval is related to the possible dormant cycle [10] . The five point distribution statistics approximately describe the temporal similarity among different event sequences, while the fitting curve shows the basic evolving trending of event number.
Moreover, some descriptive information about the source can also be leveraged as features, such as the generation time of the source (e.g., the posting time of the original tweet) and the category of the source (e.g., the product category or the disease category). These source features may vary for different tasks.
Some related studies rely on other information, like user profiles, history records of user activities, and social network properties. While such features are claimed to be important early indicators of popularity, they tend to be inaccessible in practice due to privacy concerns. Hence, to make our model equipped with good generality, we solely rely on source features and temporal features that can be easily extracted from observed event sequences. For a more thorough study, we will extend our model to such a case with more features in experiment section and study the performance improvement brought by more early features.
Loss Function. The Earth Moving (EM) distance [3] , also called Wasserstein distance, measures the distance between two probability distributions. Our model adopts EM distance to quantify the discrepancy between the predicted popularity and the real one to enable the feature driven model to conduct discrimination.
For one source i, we define two vectors η j = (X i , y i ) and ζ i = (X i ,ŷ i ), where X i contains the features for i, y i is the real popularity value, andŷ i is the predicted popularity given by point process model. Assume η obeys a probability distribution P r and ζ obeys a probability distribution P д . The Earth Moving (EM) distance between two probability distributions can be defined as follows:
where Φ(P r , P д ) denotes the set of all joint distributions φ (P r , P д ) whose marginal are P r and P д . (11) can be equivalently written as:
where the supremum is taken over all Lipschitz functions d : Ω → R and Ω denotes the value space for η and ζ . (12) is hard to solve since we can not enumerate all Lipschitz functions. Instead, we assume d is parametrized with w and use a specific function form to approximate the search space on all Lipschitz functions. Then the problem boils down to solving
The more flexible form of d w will give more accurate approximation, and we will leave its discussion in our experiments. In fact, the output result of d w (·) measures the confidence level of popularity value given the features (the higher d w (·) means the more confident), and (13) measures the discrepancy between the confidence levels of predicted popularity and the real one. The maximum in (13) is to enlarge the distance between probability distributions of predicted popularity and the ground-truth label conditioned on extracted features, which contributes to a fine discrimination. So the feature driven model is like a 'critic', using features to judge if the predicted value is convincing. (Indeed, the 'critic' notion is used to describe discriminator in WGAN [3] .)
Adversarial Training
In PreNets, we let the point process model and the feature driven model be trained in an adversarial way, based on Wasserstein learning proposed by [3] . The feature driven model aims at discriminating the predicted popularity given by the point process model from the real popularity, i.e., maximizing the EM distance (see (13) ). The point process model tries to fool the feature driven model by giving a convincing predicted result, i.e., minimizing the EM distance. So the global training objective can be written as:
where д θ (A) =ŷ denotes the predicted result given by (7) and (8) of RNN 2 . (14) can be approximated by solving
where B is the batch size. Following [39] , we further convert the Lipchitz constraints into the gradient regularization in the objective:
where γ is the weight for regularization. Then we provide the training algorithm for PreNets in Alg. 1. Before conducting adversarial training, we pretrain d w and д θ . When pretraining д θ , we minimize the mean square loss
Then during the adversarial training stage, the feature driven model and the point process model are updated alternatively until convergence. Note that Alg. 1 is designed for MLE-based PreNets (MLEbased point process model v.s. feature driven model), and line 7, line 13 will be removed for MLE-free PreNets (MLE-free point process model v.s. feature driven model).
Algorithm 1: Minimax Game for PreNets
1 REQUIRE: γ , the weight for regularization. n c r i t ic = 6, the number of iterations of the 'critic' per 'interpreter' iteration. B = 64, the batch size. α = 5e − 4, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.9, Adam hyper-parameters. 2 REQUIRE: w 0 , initial 'critic' parameter. θ 0 , initial 'interpreter' parameter. 3 Pretrain d w and д θ using data C = {S j }; 4 while not converged do 5 for k = 0, · · · , n cr i t ic do 6 Sample {(X i , y i ) } B i =1 ∼ P r from real data; Compute λ * (t ) by (4) and get A i by (6) for each i;
Compute λ * (t ) by (4) and get A i by (6) for each i;
The adversarial training is a two-player game between the 'interpreter' and the 'critic'. They are struggling to 'beat' each other, through which the potential energy of them can be exploited: i) the 'interpreter' could better recognize the patterns hidden in sequence; ii) the 'critic' could select effective early features that help discrimination. The game will terminate when an equilibrium is reached [12] , where the 'critic' can no longer discriminate the predicted popularity and the 'interpreter' can provide prediction which synthesizes the information contained in sequence patterns and the temporal features. Hence, the framework absorbs the strengths of both point process and feature driven methods. Our experiments will validate the advantages of adversarial training over independently training д θ and d w .
Links to Related Work
In order to shed more lights on our methodology, we compare PreNets with some existing works from three-fold perspectives.
Popularity Prediction.
Most early studies on event popularity prediction are based on feature driven method. [32] , as one of the pioneer setting foot in predicting single tweet popularity, uses generalized linear model to find the relationship between some early features and the retweet count. In addition, a series of works have tried various features from user profiles [24] , history activity records [41] , social networks [10] , and some cross-platform information [34] . Afterwards, point process models [4, 30, 43] are proposed to tackle the prediction problem from a more principled way. With good interpretability and solid theoretical foundations, point process models have been widely adopted by many researchers [9, 27, 29, 37] . However, these two methods suffer from respective limitations as discussed in Section 1.
Moreover, the early studies on popularity prediction rely heavily on long-term observation. Motivated by this, some recent researches target the early-stage prediction by probabilistic model [21] and regression tree [22] . However, they leverage some other information from social networks [21] or user profiles [22] to make up for the information poverty led by insufficient observation.
Compared with previous works, our PreNets owns the following advantages: i) Model Unification: PreNets unifies point process and feature driven models through a minimax game, absorbing the strengths of both two thinking paradigms. ii) Generality: Our point process model makes no parametric assumption for the intensity functions and our feature driven model only relies on features that can be directly extracted from the event sequences. These two facts enable our model to be generalized to any prediction task for sequential data, while most existing works target only one or some kinds of event sequence and make several task-specific assumptions or designs. iii) Low Feature Cost: Our model does not leverage other information such as user profiles or social network information, which are claimed to be indispensable in some other works. Our experiments show that PreNets is competent in early-stage prediction even with only temporal information.
Hybrid Prediction Model.
Several recent studies make an attempt to incorporate feature driven and point process perspectives in one prediction model. [35] and [11] leverage survival theory to combine features with the point process model. The features are used to describe some characteristics of the events, and are input into the survival model together with the event timestamps. [22] proposes a hybrid model, in which the MLE-based Hawkes Process model is used to conduct a first-layer estimation of the popularity and then the features are applied to add an adjusting weight on the first-layer estimation to refine the precision. The results show that the hybrid model outperforms some state-of-theart models for information cascade prediction. [20] proposes a lifetime aware regression method to predict the popularity of YouTube video. Some early features are used to determine the life spans of videos, based on which the videos would be divided into different groups. Videos in one group share the same parametric form of the regression function.
In contrast with them, our PreNets is quite different in the following four aspects. First, in PreNets, the feature driven model and the point process model are two self-contained models, instead of combined into a new model like [11, 35] or concatenated as two layers of one model [20, 22] . Second, we leverage adversarial training to unify two models and the objective is to search an equilibrium of the minimax game, instead of solving a MLE function or minimizing the mean square error. Third, in the adversarial training stage, the goal of the feature driven model is to discriminate the predicted value from the real one, so the features are used to help the 'critic' conduct discrimination rather than prediction. Also, whether [22] or [20] uses a lot of features from user profiles and social networks, which are not mandatory in PreNets.
Adversarial Training. Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN)
has shown its great power in image and text generation as well as semi-supervised learning. The original GAN in [12] aims at minimizing the Jensen-Shannon divergence but is shown to suffer from highly instability and collapse mode [2, 28] . To refine the learning of GAN, [3] proposes Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) which adopts the Earth Moving (EM) distance as the objective for training. It is proved that using EM distance as the metric between probability distributions possesses many advantages, including reducing the mode dropping [14] and refining the generated samples. Our work extends Wasserstein learning to event popularity prediction problem but there are some differences. Firstly, the point process model aims at predicting the popularity from the observed sequence, instead of generating a complete event sequence based on the input of random data (like [39] ) , which can be viewed as a counterpart for image generator using GAN. Hence, we call our point process model as an 'interpreter' throughout the paper, instead of a generator. The other difference lies in the feature driven model. In original GAN and WGAN, the generated pictures by the generative model would be the input of the discriminative model as the negative samples, while in PreNets, the features of one sequence are from the real sequence data, rather than the point process model.
There have been lots of successful applications of GAN in many domains, such as information retrieval [36] , text to image synthesis [25] , dialogue generation [17] and cryptography [1] . The proposal of GAN paves a way to unify two different models in an adversarial manner. Compared with other GANs unifying the generative and discriminative models, more precisely, PreNets unifies feature driven and point process models. In other words, PreNets is custom-made for event popularity prediction problem.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we apply our PreNets to two real-world prediction tasks : retweet cascade on Twitter and movie review on Amazon. The difference between two tasks lies in the different dynamic patterns of the event sequences. For retweet cascade, it is proved that the previous retweet behaviors may have a strong correlation with the future retweet [5] , since the users in social networks are prone to be influenced by the posts of whom they follow. For movie review, this correlation is not that significant. Another difference is that the life durations for most retweet cascades are one or two days, while the review sequence for one movie may span several months.
In the following parts, we will first introduce the experiment setup including the data set information, the evaluation protocol, and the comparative methods. Then we focus on the experiment results and do some discussions.
Experiment Setup

Date Sets.
Our experiments are conducted on two large data sets.
Twitter. We use the public data provided by [43] to construct our Twitter data set. This data set contains roughly 160 thousand retweet cascades in total. For each cascade, it records the timestamps of each tweet post. We first filter the cascades with length between 50 and 5000. Then since our shortest observation time is five minutes, we drop the cascades whose number of tweets posted in the first five minutes are less than 10. Finally, we construct totally 21,890 cascades for our experiments.
Amazon. This data set is provided by Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection. The data ranges from Aug. 1997 to Oct. 2012, including approximately 8 million reviews, 250 thousand movies and 890 thousand users. Also, we first filter the movies with review number between 50 and 8000. Then we only consider the movies whose number of reviews in the first twenty days are more than 10. After that, we obtain 32,134 movies. This data set also provides user information and the plaintext of reviews. We basically ignore this extra information and will further discuss the improvement brought by incorporation of these features.
Evaluation Protocol.
For each data set, we randomly choose 80% event sequences as training set and the remaining sequences as test set. We basically set two different observation times for comparison between prediction with short observation (early-stage prediction) and long observation. Concretely, for Twitter cascade, we consider 10 minutes and 1 hour observation. For Amazon review, we consider 20 days and 100 days observation. To study the impact of different observation time, we will probe into the performance variation as the observation time increases gradually.
We adopt different metrics to measure the prediction precision in a multifaceted way: i) Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) is the most commonly used metric to measure the precision for regression task. MAPE is defined as:
whereŷ i and y i denote the predicted value and the ground-truth value, respectively. ii) Kendall Rank Coefficient is defined as
where C (ŷ, y) and D (ŷ, y) represent the number of concordant pairs and discordant pairs forŷ and y, respectively. This metric measures the rank similarity between predicted popularity values and the ground-truth labels. iii) Coverage@k means the precision for the top k popular sources, i.e., the ratio of the sources with top k predicted popularity that are truly the top k popular sources. This metric counts the detection accuracy for some extreme popular items. We consider k = 20 and k = 50 in our experiments.
Comparative Methods.
We select two state-of-the-art methods to compete with PreNets. One is the Hybrid model proposed by [22] , which combines Hawkes process and feature driven perspectives. The other is the LARM [20] , using features to separate different sequences and then adopting regression method to conduct prediction.
Moreover, in order to verify the advantages of adversarial training, we also independently train the feature driven model and the point process model to fit the data by minimizing mean square error
The h(·) in (20) is implemented in distinct way for each model. For feature driven model, it is implemented by a 3-layer ELU neural network with feature vector X i as input. For MLE-based point process model, it is implemented by LSTM with estimated intensity sequence A i as input. For MLE-free point process model, it is implemented by LSTM with observed event sequence S i as input.
In the following parts, we use FD, PP-MB, PP-MF to represent independently trained feature driven model, MLE-based and MLEfree point process models, respectively. Our MLE-based PreNets and MLE-free PreNets are respectively short as PreNets-MB and PreNets-MF. Fig. 3 shows the learning curves for the point process model in PreNets-MB and PreNets-MF at adversarial training stage and the horizontal lines denote the MAPE for PP-MB and PP-MF. (Here we only show the MAPE result, and other metrics exhibit similar trends.) The curves show that as the training epoch increases, the MAPE for point process models decreases. During the adversarial training stage, the feedback signal from the 'critic' does help the point process models to promote the precision. Besides, comparing with the two pictures, we can find that two MLE-free models (PP-MF and PreNets-MF) performs better than two MLE-based models (PP-MB and PreNets-MB) in early-stage prediction, and the order reverses when it comes to prediction with long observation. One possible reason is that the estimated intensity sequences can be a good representation of the event sequences, but MLE on earlystage insufficient data would lead to inaccuracy of estimation. Table 1 and Table 2 list the experiment results of several baselines and PreNets in prediction with short and long observation, respectively. Based on the results, we can summarize three-fold findings. i) MLE-free models are better than MLE-based models whether with adversarial training or not in early-stage prediction, and the opposite is true if the observation time becomes long enough. ii) Feature driven model performs better than point process models in early-stage prediction, while point process models achieve better precision with long observation. iii) Hybrid, PreNets-MB and PreNets-MF, as three models combining feature driven and point process perspectives achieve superior performance over other methods. For prediction with 10 minutes and 1 hour observation, our models PreNets-MB/PreNets-MF outperform all other methods, respectively achieving 0.4%/5.6% and 21.1% /15.3% improvement on MAPE. Fig. 4 compares different model implementations for d w , д θ and д ′ α . We compare 1-layer full-connected neural network (LR) and 3-layer ELU neural network (NN) for feature driven model d w . Besides, we compare RNN and LSTM for point process models д θ (MLE-based) and д ′ α (MLE-free). The notion 'RNN v.s. LR' denotes that we implement point process model by LR and feature driven model by RNN. Different heat colors are used to provide a visual comparison. As we can see, more complex architectures can provide better performance. Also, changing LR to NN for feature driven model would give rise to more improvement than changing RNN to LSTM for point process models. The possible reason is that NN with more capacity could exploit more information from the features and provide better guidance to the 'interpreter'. The similar argument is given in [3] .
Information Cascade on Twitter
We also apply PreNets to different observation time and study its performance variation. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of Absolute Percent Error (APE) and indicates that i) increasing observation time can reduce the median APE and also its variance, and ii) the MLE-based PreNets relies more on observation time than the MLE-free counterpart.
Movie Review on Amazon
We also run our model to predict the movie review count. At the outset, we list the basic results in Table 3 and Table 4 . The experiment results are similar to those for Twitter, but have the following differences. First, the prediction performance of each method for Amazon is not as good as Twitter. We conjecture that the relatively weak correlation between the historical behaviors and the future makes it more difficult to only using temporal information to predict the future trend. Second, the LARM achieves much better precision (relative to other methods) for Amazon than Twitter. This indicates that the regression based LARM is more competent to tackle the event sequences with long life durations. Fig. 6 shows the APE distributions for different observation time. As is depicted, the observation time plays a more important role in Amazon data set, and a small increase of the observation time would bring a big promotion of prediction precision. In comparison with Hybrid, LARM and PreNets-MB, PreNets-MF is less sensitive to observation time, which demonstrates its superiority for earlystage prediction.
Since the Amazon data set also contains the review content and user information, we extract some other features based on this information to compare the performance with only using temporal information. Event features include: the length of each review, the 'helpfulness' score of each review, the summary of each review (embedded to vectors), the history review number and averaged score of each user. Source features include: the avg. and std. of review length, the avg. and std. of 'helpfulness' scores, the sum and mean of review summary vectors, the number of influential users (whose history review number exceeds a threshold). For MLE-based point process model, event features are concatenated to the intensity sequence A i as the input of д θ . For MLE-free PreNets, we add these features to the event sequence S i and input them into д ′ α . For feature driven model, source features are incorporated into feature vector X i and further input into d w . Fig. 7 presents the experiment results, which suggest that i) other features from the perspective of event and user information can improve the precision to a great extent, and ii) the improvement brought to early-stage prediction (about 24.3%) is much more significant than that to prediction with long observation (about 16.1%). To sum up, we summarize our empirical findings as follows. i) The adversarial training can enhance the prediction precision compared with independent training for feature driven or point process model. ii) Whether with adversarial training or independent training, the MLE-based point process model performs better than the MLE-free counterpart when the prediction is based on long observation, and the order reverses for prediction with short observation. iii) The more complex implementations for point process model and especially feature driven model can improve the precision. iv) More early features like user history records and event information can bring about precision improvement, particularly for early-stage prediction. v) Compared with the baselines, our model PreNets achieves better precision as well as less dependency on observation time and specific prediction tasks. 
PreNets-MB
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an adversarial training model PreNets, unifying two thinking paradigms for event popularity prediction. The framework aims at searching for an equilibrium between feature driven model, which plays as a 'critic' discriminating the predicted value from the real one, and point process model, which plays as an 'interpreter' generating a convincing predicted popularity based on the input of an observed sequence. Through a Wasserstein learning based minimax game, the precision of the 'interpreter' is enhanced with the guidance of the 'critic', leading the framework to absorb the advantages of two models. The empirical results on two different practical prediction tasks demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of PreNets.
For future work, we will extend PreNets to other prediction tasks, such as contagion of epidemic diseases. Furthermore, as we mainly leverage temporal information to conduct prediction for generality, one possible future direction is to incorporate spatial information from social networks and delve into the spatio-temporal evolution of event sequence in the networks.
